
United People for Proper Entertainment

By Shazi

Chapter 1

Shazi traversed the corridors of the U.P.P.E central star base. 
Several of her crew were currently pending assignment to new 
ships in the fleet, the U.S.S Firesta, captained by her former crew
member and fellow Twilitian war veteran Captain Ren and the 
U.S.S Khronicle which was still under construction under the 
command of Captain Raz.

She arrived at a large window and watched some of the 
modifications being made to her ship the U.S.S No Light. Poetic 
and Botzz had been working with Shade and a new member of 
the U.P.P.E Kusa to improve many aspects of the Flagship. Since 
it’s maiden voyage more than a year ago, she was ready for 
upgrade and repairs.

“Admiral Shazi” Shazi was startled by Captain Raz.

“Captain,” she said politely.

“The Khronicle is ready for inspections ma’am,” he saluted.

“Though her crew is still incomplete, how goes the 
reassignment?”

“Still working on it captain, I’m not to fond of letting my crew 
members go.” Shazi replied. She gestured for Raz to follow her.

“Understandable, I wouldn’t like it if i’d like to let go of my 
crew were I in your shoes.” Raz followed her down the corridor to
the turbo lift.

“Khronicle bay” Shazi said to the lift’s computer and it 
started moving.



“Sorry for any mess admiral, my chain of command isn’t very
structured at the moment” Raz said quickly as they arrived at 
the bay holding his ship.

They boarded the U.S.S Khronicle and Shazi began her 
inspection. The Khronicle was the newest ship in the U.P.P.E’s 
fleet and was still under construction.

“Here’s the bridge ma’am. Designed by myself” Raz said 
excitedly.

“I’m impressed captain.” Shazi said “despite the ships 
incompleteness she looks amazing”

“Thank you ma’am” Raz said happily.

“Now where’s the meal area? I think I need a coffee” Shazi 
clapped her hands happily.

“This way ma’am” Raz beckoned her to follow. 
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It’s been a year since the maiden voyage of the U.S.S No 
Light. Since her first departure she has been modified heavily 
with gathered technology from the Shade as well as fine tuned 
her engines and other systems in an annual pitstop. Since the 
destruction of twilight earlier this year the Anti-Twilight 
Movement has progressed to the United People for Proper 
Entertainment, also known as UPPE. Our current mission is to 
eliminate annoying musicians (if you can call what they produce 
music.)

Since the founding on the U.P.P.E several of the No Light’s 
original crew members have been reassigned. Most notably 
Major Ren has been promoted to captain and now has charge of 
the U.S.S Firesta, and has taken Ensign (now lieutenant) Empathy
with him. Others have been assigned to the U.S.S Khronicle 
which is still currently under construction.

As soon as upgrades are complete the No Light will be 



travelling onwards to take on some of the annoying musician fan 
forces along with the Firesta. The Khronicle will join as soon as 
it’s completed.

With dreams of tearing out vocal cords, the U.P.P.E shall 
prevail

~Admiral Shazi

Chapter 2

“Dark this had better work!” Dartril yelled as his ship the 
Osiris was bombarded by photon torpedos.

“I have no doubt on it captain. Hunter” Dark said over the 
Osiris’s commlink.

“Let’s show these bastards what these engines can do!” 
Hunter yelled.

The Osiris jumped to warp for a fraction of second, causing 
there to be temporarily two ships in sight to confuse their 
pursuers. Gaining a split second of relief from constant fire the 
Green Falcons fire every weapon they have available to destroy 
their enemies.

“Did we get them?” Shortyie asked.

“We got them,” Dartril replied smugly “Asteron, keep the 
ship in place. it’s looting time boys!” he rubbed his hands 
together and headed to the transporter room. “Hunter, Storm, 
Bear and Shortyie with me” he called over the link.

“Yes sir,”they responded in unison.

“This is admiral Shazi of the U.S.S No Light responding to 
your distress call. we’re preparing to beam your crew aboard to 
sick bay, how many are there?” a woman’s voice boomed 
through the ship.



“10 and 1 cat” Dartril replied

“Understood, Poe 11 to beam up, 1 is a cat” Shazi said.

“Wait what?” Dartril and his crew appeared in the sick bay of
the U.S.S No Light.

“I thought we were gonna loot.” Shortyie said sadly.

“Are any of you injured?” A man asked while scanning each 
of them one by one.

“We’re fine” Dartril snapped, “Where is this Admiral Shazi 
woman?” he demanded.

“Right here,” she said loudly at the door. Dartril was taken 
aback by the woman he saw.

“So this is what we beamed aboard?" she looked them all up 
and down “Ensign wolf, prepare 10 quarters a please,” she said 
to her badge.

“Yes ma’am” a voice replied.

“Make sure they’re clean and have Chidori show them to 
their quarters commander” she said to the man scanning them 
and promptly left.

“Dayum” Dartril said under his breath.

Chapter 3

“Admiral, who exactly have we picked up?” Ensign Clare 
asked when Shazi arrived on the bridge

“They appear to be a crew of bounty hunters” Shazi replied 
and took her seat, “Brigadier once they’ve settled. Find out 
exactly who they are. I want names and give them to Wolf to look
up” She ordered.

“Yes ma’am” Mae replied.



“Major, get us back on course,” Shazi said to Eve.

“Course set ma’am,” Eve replied.

“Onward,” Shazi ordered and the No Light left the battlefield.

“The wreckage and our guests ship are being held in cargo 
bay 9 ma’am” Poetic informed her.

“Thank you Poe,”

“Admiral Shazi, our guests are in their quarters,” Chidori 
informed Shazi.

“Thank you sergeant, Mae, you’re up,” Shazi nodded to Mae.

“Lets find out who these bounty hunters really are,” Mae 
smirked and cracked her Knuckles.

---

Dartril poked and prodded at various things in his room. The 
starship that had picked him and his crew up was rather 
comfortable, if he ignored the security team stationed outside is 
room. He sat comfortably at the table set up for him.

He also noted that the woman in charge, Admiral Shazi, was 
a fine piece of work, and not at all the kind of woman he 
expected.

His door opened and a different woman to the one he’s been 
thinking about walked in. Dartril gave her a smug look and 
indicated for her to sit down.

“Am I right in assuming you’re the captain of this crew?” She 
asked as she sat down. Dartril’s grin widened.

“You would be right. I am the captain of the Green Falcons.” 
he replied.

“Care to tell me your name?” She asked.

“Only if you tell me yours” he replied quickly.



“Brigadier Mae,” she held out her left hand.

“Captain Dartril,” he shook it and felt that it was metal 
“Cybernetics?” he inquired.

“Wouldn’t you like to know,” she snapped.

“Admiral Shazi, I’m curious about her” he leaned on his 
elbow.

“She’ll speak to you when she’s ready” Mae replied, “on that 
note I have the rest of your crew to talk to” she left the table and
his room.

Chapter 4

Captain Raz bit his lip nervously. Admiral Shazi had entrusted
him of quite a few of her regular crew members. Ensign Leki, 
who’d piloted the No light during the Twilitian wars was now his 
own pilot.

“Ready Ensign?” He asked cautiously.

“Ready Captain,” Leki replied brightly.

“Captain Raz to Lieutenant Botzz” Raz called over the 
commlink.

“The engines are fine captain, Poe and I made sure of that 
before she left,” Botzz replied.

“Right,” Raz nodded, “Ensign, set course for the U.S.S No 
Light” he ordered.

“Course set sir,” Leki replied, “On your mark.”

“Engage,” Raz ordered, “When will we arrive Ensign?”

“Estimated time of arrival 2 hours sir,” Leki replied.

“Contact No Light and the Firesta upon arrival Lieutenant,” 



He ordered.

“Yes sir,” Apollo replied.

---

“Admiral, it appears all of Dartril’s ‘falcons’ are ex military” 
Wolf informed her after looking through all records “Lightfoot in 
particular has been MIA for almost 50 years!”

“Interesting, so they served in the Twilitian wars” Shazi 
mused.

“Admiral Shazi, the Khronicle has contacted us,” Mae 
informed her.

“Slow to impulse so they can catch us. Mae you have the 
bridge.” Shazi ordered and left.

“Admiral Shazi, all the Green Falcon’s are secure in their 
rooms.” Sergeant Chidori reported when she arrived at the wing 
hosting them.

“Which room is the their captain's?” She asked, Chidori 
indicated to Dartril’s room.

“Thank you Sergeant,” She nodded and entered Dartril’s 
room.

 

Chapter 5

“Captain Raz hailing the U.P.P.E fleet.” Raz said.

“We have a response sir” Apollo said.

“On screen,” Raz ordered.

“Welcome to the fleet Raz, right on schedule” Ren said 
happily from the Firesta.

“Captain Raz,” Mae greeted.



“Where’s the Admiral?” Raz asked.

“Dealing with some guests, she’ll greet you in person when 
she’s finished,” Mae replied.

“Guests?” Raz asked.

“long story captain, I’m sure Admiral Shazi will fill you in”

“What are our plans?” Ren asked.

“Since Shazi is not here, you two are going to beam aboard 
the No Light to discuss what’s going to happen next with Admiral
Shazi,” Mae informed them, “Mae out.”

“Keep in touch, Ren out.” the screen when black.

“I wonder who Shazi’s guests are?” Leki pondered out loud.

“Good question Ensign” Raz responded.

---

“Admiral Shazi” Dartril greeted pleasantly.

“Skip the formalities, you’re ex military?” She asked.

“Yes ma’am,” Dartril replied, “I heard a little rumour that it 
was you that finally stopped the Twilitians.”

“You mean you accessed the No Lights records and listened 
to my logs. That information was never released to the public,” 
Shazi responded cheekily.

“Nothing gets past you does it,” Dartril laughed.

“Not if I can help it,” Shazi smirked in response.

“So admiral, what it is you want?” he asked.

“Your crew,” she replied promptly.

“Pardon,” he blinked in surprise.



“You’re a bounty hunter, are you not?” Shazi asked.

“Yes I am.”

“Than I wish to hire you and your crew.” she said firmly.

“For how long?” he questioned.

“As long as necessary,” she replied simply.

“Shall we talk payment?” Dartril raised a questioning 
eyebrow.

“Very well then,”
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I have hired captain Dartril and his crew of bounty hunters, 
the green falcons, to assist the U.P.P.E.

The captain himself is and interesting character. I find myself 
oddly attracted to him. However, there is little I can do about 
this. Sometimes, it gets lonely at the top.

With dreams of tearing out vocal cords, the U.P.P.E will 
prevail.

~Admiral Shazi

Chapter 6

“So Captain, we’ve got a job?” Alex asked Dartril. Her cat, Sir
Fluffies, was hanging onto her shoulder tightly as Alex almost 
jogged alongside her captain through the halls of the No Light.

Since the Admiral had hired the Green Falcons they’d been 
given access to the No Light and their own ship. Dartril was 
returning to the Osiris for some of his things.



“That we do” he replied. Alex started to fall behind as Dartril 
walked to the cargo bay, he was a lot taller than Alex and had a 
much longer stride. Dartril managed to dodge a little girl who 
came flying around the corner, running through the halls.

Alex was not so fortunate.

“Sir Fluffies!” she cried as her cat lost grip on her shoulder 
and flew towards the little girl.

“Kitty!” she yelled and she caught Sir Fluffies.

“Amber,” Brigadier Mae called from the corner “Amber I told 
you not to run through the ship!”

“Sorry Mae” She pouted and patted Sir Fluffies.

“Is Sir Fluffies okay?” Alex asked and reached out for her cat.

“He’s okay” Amber handed sir Fluffies back to Alex 
reluctantly. Sir Fluffies climbed back onto Alex’s shoulder, back to
safety.

“C’mon Amber” Mae said quickly and helped Amber up. 
“Captain,” She nodded to Dartril and left.

“You alright?” Dartril asked and helped Alex up.

“She liked Sir Fluffies” She smiled up and her captain. Dartril 
laughed and patted Alex’s head and led her down the corridors a 
little slower than before.

“After we check on doc, call the others to loot the scrap 
heap” Dartril told Alex “we’ll get the osiris back and running in 
no time”.

“Hunter and Lightfoot will make sure of that.” Alex agreed.

Chapter 7



“Keep up with the No Light, match speed and course.” Ren 
ordered.

“Yes sir,” Irish replied “changing course to follow the No 
Light.

“You met with Shazi, how was it?” Random asked Ren.

“Interesting to say the least.’ he replied. “she certainly 
knows what she’s doing”

“You were on the No Light too sir. You know her command 
style.” Random shrugged.

“Ruthless to the enemy but she keeps her crew as close as 
family.” Ren nodded “The woman is like a sister to me”

“You and every other officer on the ship.” Random agreed.

“Estimated time of arrival to the concert, 2 hours” Irish 
reported.

“Thank you ensign”

---

“Hiya Doc!’Alex said brightly.

“Greeting small human girl and cat” Doc replied. Alex 
giggled and jumped up on the bench and doc began to scan her 
vitals.

“Doc” Dartril nodded to him.

“Meatbag captain,” Doc replied.

“What? Still no acknowledgement?” he complained.

“Meatbag captain stole the Ssiris from Lightfoot and the 
decommission yard.” Doc replied.

“Suit yourself hologram.” he scoffed “I was going to see if 
you were alright, but if you’re gonna be like that I’ll just leave.” 



Dartril walked out.

“He has a crush on the Admiral lady” Alex giggled.

“What is a crush?” Doc asked.

“He likes her” she whispered playfully and jumped down. 
“See you later doc!”she ran after Dartril.

Chapter 8

“You three sure are close” Yuri grinned to the bounty hunter 
at her bar.

“Been travelling with captain for a while,” Dark replied, 
“Right bear,” he smacked the hulking man next to him in the 
chest.

“Yeah, captain is nice” he smiled, “ He lets Alex keep Sir 
Fluffies”

“Sir Fluffies” Yuri asked.

“The cat she always has with her.” Storm replied.

“Oh yeah, he’s a cutie.” Yuri smiled at the memory of Alex 
wondering the corridors.

“I like sir fluffies” bear said and sipped his drink.

“Give us a round Yuri!” Iki called.

“Yes sir,” she begun pouring drinks for the officers coming up
to her bar.

“So you’re the bounty hunters?” Stuy asked and sat down at 
the bar.

“Could we be anywhere else?” Storm replied, “everyone on 
this cruise has a uniform, including a little girl I saw running 
around”



“Cruise? This is a WARSHIP!” Kro slammed his fist on the bar.

“Didn’t admiral Shazi tell you to stay in your quarters?” Rune
asked and Kro pondered for a second.

“Probably,” he shrugged and wondered away.

“The Admiral lady ordered him to his quarters?” Bear asked 
curiously.

“That guy is an accident waiting to happen,” Stuy shook his 
head.

“How so?” Dark asked, and as if to answer his question, the 
ship rocked violently.

“Why do I get the feeling one of the turbo lifts is busted” Iki 
facepalmed.

Chapter 9

“So you see Captain, there’s nothing you can do!” the girl 
cackled on screen.

“Admiral” Shazi corrected “and you’re in a shuttle craft” she 
sighed.

“I am Captain Galactic Bear of the HMS Friendship!” she 
declared “isn’t that right commander peanut!” she bounced over
to her ‘first officer’ and hugged the stuffed elephant.

Shazi made a cue for Mae to cut the sound.

“She’s clearly mad,” Mae said simply.

“Yes, but her ship is armed” Shazi replied “AND she got 
through our shields”

“We could get her in a tractor beam and Poe could disarm 
her ship” Eve suggested.



“Then what do we do with her? We can’t send her drifting off 
into space” Shazi said, Eve shrugged.

“We may have to discuss our options with the other senior 
officers” Mae suggested.

“You’re probably right, for now I’ll humour her” Shazi agreed 
and Mae turned the sound back on.

“You win Captain,” Shazi acted like she was conceding to the
mad woman “We surrender”

“A wise decision Captain-”

“Admiral” Shazi corrected, Galactic Bear ignored her once 
again

“-Lieutenant snuggles, activate the tractor beam!”

Shazi raised a questioning eyebrow as the girl jumped from 
the stuffed elephant to a stuffed bunny. Shazi signalled to Mae to
activate their tractor beam , knowing full well the shuttle crafts 
would have no effect upon the No Light. The link to Galactic 
Bear’s ship was cut.

“Admiral Shazi to Ensign Wolf”

”Yes ma’am” he responded.

“Scan the interior of that shuttle craft and have a replica 
made in holodeck 2” she ordered.

”Yes ma’am,”

“its going to be a long day” Shazi sighed.

Chapter 10

“Boy have we been busy” Wolf huffed and sat at Yuri’s bar, 
taking off his hat.



“Another visitor?” Yuri asked.

“Yup, a beer thanks Yuri” Wolf replied.

“On it’s way, what are you after Chi?”

“Rum and orange thanks Yuri” Chi sat with Wolf and took his 
hat off too.

“Coming up,” Yuri grinned, “so I wonder who we picked up 
this time” Yuri mused.

“I don’t think you want to know” Wolf facepalmed.

“Why not?” Yuri tilted her head sideways.

“Attention all aboard the No Light, This is Captain Galatic 
Bear!” A woman’s voice came across all channels “I have your 
captain-”

“Admiral” Shazi corrected.

“Held hostage!” she ignored Shazi’s correction.

“That does not sound good” Yuri commented.

“I will be taking charge of this ship!” she cackled.

Dartril frowned, the Admiral was in trouble.

“Let’s go boys,” he informed his crew.

“Aye Captain” the replied, the Green Falcons got to their feet 
and followed their Captain to the turbo lift that was still working. 
As he walked past there were several medical staff working to 
get Kro out of the one that was broken.

“Damsel in distress, aiming high there Captain,” Dark 
commented.

“I’m just securing our paycheck” Dartril replied simply.

“Suuuuuure” Dark laughed, Storm wolf whistled behind him.



“Shut it you lot” Dartril snapped.

“Yes captain” they sung.

Chapter 11 

“With me dark” Dartril said, “everyone else round the other 
side,” he ordered the rest of his crew.

“yes sir” everyone nodded and headed out. Dartril glared at 
the door. He couldn’t hear anything from the other side, but for 
all he knew the bridge could be soundproof.

“Commander Peanut!” a woman shrieked, her voice muffled 
by the door.

“I’ll do it” Mae’s voice followed.

“Put him down,” the woman cried, “he’s only an elephant” 
she sobbed.

“oh but it would be so easy to just,” Mae paused “Tear his 
head of” she said in a very sinister voice. The woman started 
wailing in response to her threat. Dartril opened the door to see 
just what the hell was going on in there.

“That’s enough Brigadier” Shazi held her hand up to stop 
Mae from going any further. The woman who had held Shazi 
captive was curled up on the floor sobbing and wailing 
uncontrollably. Mae tossed the elephant next to the woman who 
lunged at it and held it tight to her chest while rocking on the 
floor.

“Admiral Shazi to Commander Poe” Shazi tapped her badge.

“Everything all right up there? I was about to send up a team
to see what was going on” Poe responded.

“Everything’s fine commander” Shazi replied, “though I’d 
like to have that woman sent to sick bay and diagnose whatever 
madness it is she has.”



“Consider it done” Poe replied. The woman and her stuffed 
elephant disappeared from the bridge.

“Nice try captain” Dark snickered behind Dartril and left the 
bridge.

“I think I’m getting a headache from all this madness” Shazi 
muttered and rubbed her temples.

“perhaps you should get some rest” Dartril put on his best 
smile.

“I’m afraid it doesn’t work that way. we’ve lost almost 6 
hours travel to that concert because of that woman” Shazi 
replied sharply and Dartril deflated. None of his efforts seemed 
to work on this woman.

“Original course ready to resume Ma’am” Clare declared 
from her station.

“Proceed ensign” Shazi responded automatically.

“I’d like to recommend travelling at warp 7 to make up for 
lost time and to catch up to the rest of the fleet.” She suggested 
carefully.

“Go for it” Shazi agreed and the No Light was back on 
course.

Chapter 12

“Any idea what happened to the No Light?” Raz asked his 
crew.

“No idea captain” Honey replied, “its not on any of the 
sensors” he said with a very confused look.

“Lieutenant Mute to Captain Raz” Mute’s electronic voice 
came though the communications system.

“What is it Lieutanant?” Raz asked.



“Your first officer was just suffering from the common cold, 
he’ll be back on duty momentarily,” She reported.

“Good, I need him here, the No Light has dissapeared from all
sensors.” Raz replied “Standby for possible wounded”

“Aye captain” Mute replied “Mute out”

Raz breathed out heavily. Things were not going well for him 
and his ship.

---

“Still no sign on the No Light captain” Ensign Christoopher 
reported to Ren

“Where could it have gone?” Ren whispered to himself. 
Suddenly beeps came from all directions on the bridge.

“Ship decloaking” Christoopher reported instantly.

“Red Alert” Ren order just as fast and sirens begun ringing. 
“on screen,”

“Captain, that’s the No Light” Random said, his voice 
becoming a little more high pitched than usual.

“She’s hailing us” Christoopher said.

“open a channel” Ren ordered. Admiral Shazi appear on 
screen along with Raz on a second channel.

“Sorry about that boys. Things got a little crazy” Shazi said 
hastily.

“Admiral is the No Light equipped with a cloaking device 
now?” Ren asked. Shazi blinked in confusion.

“No,” she said slowly, “why?”

“because your ship de cloaked upon approach” Raz said 
quickly. There was long pause before Shazi exploded.



“JUST WHAT THE HELL DID THAT CRAZY WOMAN DO TO MY 
SHIP” she screamed.

“Um, Admiral?” Raz tried quietly but was quickly cut off by 
her rage.

“I WANT THAT WOMAN SEDATED, KNOCKED OUT, POISONED 
OR WHATEVER IT TAKES TO KEEP HER IN THE ONE PLACE UNTIL 
WE CAN WORK OUT WHAT THE FU-” the line was cut from Shazi’s
end. Probably Mae saving everyone from how scary the Admiral 
can be when she’s angry.

“I don’t think she’s having a good day” Raz cringed “Raz 
out”. 

Chapter 12

Shazi's door closed behind her, but it didn't make a loud 
enough noise for her liking.

"Computer, slam the door" she requested, she waited for the 
slam but was denied it.

"Now Admiral" Dartril tutted from the door.

"What do you want?" Shazi glared at him as hard as he could.
Now was not the time for idle chit chat and flirting.

"Is that anyway to act in front of your crew?" he said sweetly.

"What do you want, bounty hunter?" she ignored his 
question, she didn't have time for him.

"You seem very tense Admiral" she closed the door and 
glided over to her.

"You know, you suck at answering questions" Shazi growled.

"Perhaps I could help you ease some of that tension" his 
hand touched her shoulders.



"Get out!" Shazi spun around and yelled. He grabbed her 
mouth to quiet her and whispered in her ear.

"You don't really want me to leave do you?" his voice in her 
ear sent a shiver down her spine. His grip on her was too tight for
her to break free, even if she wanted to. "Come now Admiral, let 
me ease some of that tension" he whispered, he took away his 
hand and replaced it with his lips on hers.

Shazi gave into temptation, the man was just too much for 
her to resist.

---

"I wonder where Captain is?" Bear pondered out loud. He and
the rest of the Green Falcons were sitting in a room set up in 
their quarter bay to be their common room.

"Last I saw he was chasing after the Admiral," Hunter replied,
Alex snuggled Sir Fluffies and giggled.

"What are you giggling at?" Dark asked

"Nothing" Alex sang and giggled more.

"What is it Alex?" Bear leaned over and petted Sir Fluffies.

"I saw Captain go in to the Admiral's room" she giggle harder
"three guesses what they're up to" she nearly fell off the couch in
laughter.


